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history begins in overthrow 
if inclined, gliding to 
the brutal, provisioned 
for fuel to order 
traverse the knot 
and for years, entropic 
you the regime 
the first mask 
the asylum influences 
 
channel Kissinger convinced 
fought the idea behind this, 
derogate to gain, you the wide 
perpetual and bloody 
sport 
shapeless campaigns 
documents in possession 
dream the headless notes 
simply enough 
 
distributed youth if animated continued fighting. 
Therefore duplicity swell 
in impulsion 
borders conflicting theses 
falls, not to say 
suborn lost little demanding 
revenge pleases half 
burning itself and marching 
unrooted 
for abandonment simply 
to confuse, with the miserable 
that was, derogated 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
bloody devout flash game. 
the little bar, sheltered 
animosity the thief, 
attacks articulate 
eaten intelligence 
theft spleen utile 
stimulation remits iteration 
pressure raised, 
fad bloody and the twentieth 
the anger spoon 
eclipse snared American, 
exfoliated export fast lane, 
then arms cunning 
a secret hardly 
Iraq becalmed 
against controversy. 
significant abandonment 
Entropic ambulatory Entropic 
these bitter racks 
occupied enchantment. 
 
financed heavily 
sometimes flaunts 
through poison to trust 
like clover, anvil, 
assassinated sputtering economic 
thief rub out the crimes 
the war ragged 
ignition, woke up dire 
looting the priceless world 
enough contingent to drown, 
doubt - to a large disastrous manipulation 
harmful and particularly irritated suppository 
perforate inner border 



 
 
 
 
 
 
subjective loosened 
here at once the troops 
now fatuous 
wields conversion swath hatching again: 
post low youth 
temerity festoons 
preruttings on confrontation 
forked forts to the weak 
weeds welts week needed 
to reconstruct deceived instruction 
to alcohol, not confrontation 
Why so very tired? 
dry-wall garnished 
one solution, 
later thief snot will swill death. 
 
receptacle coiled hatch, the joint 
thief weeps war weak 
spills to choose between 
you watch the whole mumbler 
before being crated at snow 
wasp snow 
anointed, youthful thieves embellished, 
to bewitch on this? 
Command graves nor onions on its rabid 
rage, such graceless possessive American 
we weave this period 
we muster 
commanded instruction, 
through America. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
spades invaded 
obtained through grasping 
your American invading 
the not new, the defended American contraptions - 
notated outside associated America said nothing, 
animated this egression - spoon invasion. 
that new thought died once deplorable 
race knots splat bent youth 
appropriate sway. you bought it. 
ust talking the same things 
unrest, and you're extinguished bone. 
 
conspiracy evidences the 
goading war. 
explanation and the violence 
calculated badly 
contained ash nobody controlled 
and the required action. 
the fist struck the drum, war implacably. 
shrimp goon coalition, and 
the not total war 
identified only face, testified 
caucus voluntarily offered 
law atmosphere soldiers combing 
weapons and pomp panoply 
incurable babies on the floor 
to die repeated 
history fork 
loined the nations, only later total war 
left truth to slaughter 
notation was state scenery 
and real membranous 
mumblers, scripted, yet elates 



 
 
 
 
 
 
publicly prodigal, the Entropic 
dictates hard 
lost parades. lost, also the mission 
the total war chances 
pubic already sours 
to nervous notes 
weakly cheated 
few ships in lost gulf now bone 
ruin technician, 
welded service 
still hands incendiary campaign 
total war with themselves 
ropes. 
 
service charges and sanctions 
excess howls without end 
ardently, death tries millions, 
while sanctuary fantasy. 
suction is ridicule, 
measured grace wounds. 
the humped sky brain 
ventricles on the toll 
scald deaths to sanctions belated, 
children underneath legions. 
 
one sour theoretical comfort 
being theoretically rats 
surrounding your civil governments 
to nobody our history 
innocence and dictation, exchanged 
though the statement is not attended 



 
 
 
 
 
 
evil cowl 
and your genocide, 
adventurous genocidal grace 
cynicism spent useless, gassed 
bombed and spit that flail in 
disposable permit away. 
 
Perhaps this is incorrigible. 
thrash another one, 
torture freely 
crime is rich 
sour single minds 
and recursion that flutters 
the U.S. mist that enslave them rotten 
to souls canned to bone 
expensive, they kill your people 
within names connotative lonely, 
will breathe grown violence 
and lost mountainous civil time 
to construct theft society. 
 
weapons under the hand. 
now the honest sea to fighting 
to sway who we will make, 
missiles to emptiness, 
accepted scourge. 
weak swap 
to exchange policy with necessity 
the necessity at night 
bought angered, scarred and sour, 
meat faded, we persecute 
and deaf illusion as a victory 
eludes them. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
the distant ghosts of bone, 
theory collapses 
ignition farce confused as 
death unveils itself 
as the nobleman in repast, 
harvested now in the rhetorical 
in roses within nouns 
the world lost without toner, 
damages the average inside 
damages responsibility 
evidences seriously inside 
the crime that instructs 
demon assumption, 
war always as is; never the capacity lacked 
nor acorns broken. 
 
||||||||||||||| 
 
Incensed 
Democracy 
discussion 
critiqued. 
 
virility 
reissue 
simplistic 
and mantic 
 
given leery 
serious thought 
 
We rent Tony Blair, 
indebtedness awry. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Butcher 
television. 
 
hoax howls 
your postdated 
unrest in 
wretched state of things 
 
recent universe military champagne. 
 
wholly stupid and smooth 
well-done dispassion, shuffling 
lonely and robust. 
 
this human ventilation 
waylaid 
 
trading cards 
to left 
 
pornographic 
socialism 
freed from 
leaking code 
 
static 
westerns 
pierces 
sunrise. 
 
puppets agile. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Saddle discipline 
wrestling contextual iteration 
topcoat, probably waylaid 
western client stallion. 
 
oral tirade 
twinkling disguise 
and otherwise 
weeping undertow 
 
antigen moonrise worldwide 
 
ignore 
milky 
variation. 
 
absinthe 
rictus 
tissue 
mumbling 
wasps, 
in vain, 
beer nuts 
weakness 
 
minefield 
cleaner. 
 
site of cages, 
howling willingly 
 
your only probable highway 
 
thong lynching 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
internal signifier ping-pong 
blinks 
 
soldier within soldier 
war written 
in legerdemain 
stain 
withering 
in rope. 
 
nothing turns. 
 
not legally 
apparition 
scattered 
deviant 
from day to day 
clairvoyant 
fatality 
forgets 
coals below. 
 
Wonder isthmus, already 
half year written 
whore logic 
reluctant think. 
 
force contains. 
 
the army tent 
devours 
pornography, 
tiny 
vascular 
first touch 



 
 
 
 
 
 
narrativity 
pajamas 
 
behind the handshake 
sore 
until the masculine 
pox rupture 
 
Heat and private noise 
is being home 
when 
paroxysmal "soldiers" 
drive around 
ballerinas 
witless 
pick up, 
named 
steering. 
 
then venal uniform 
gorged lawless 
unwelcome 
next to inane 
 
cellular growth target hormone 
tight wax celibacy buzzard 
was broken off 
near logic, 
and riddance 
deluded 
the ludicrous 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Power is denotative 
because 
syntactical 
 
Rumsfeld ponders the 
unpleasant 
to obfuscate. 
 
Rope back, 
upon lewd typeset. 
 
belligerent fire baptism. 
new risky mission. 
forty year rude boy without value. 
 
Though the machine is 
slime upon literate 
the struggle 
are delivered it to you 
their euphony 
torque 
for the night. 
 
fail in 
the hands 
bones, 
 
this described tomorrow under coalition, 
the central commando Eucharist 
returned God inside. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
regime time 
probably 
knows 
theoretical Gulf 
enemas 
 
unswerving you 
therefore regime 
served. 
 
the eugenics failed one eve to war. 
 
return you when halting 
asked 
swallowed 
development. 
 
Grasping this 
now 
if you 
taken. 
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